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Boeing Modernizes GPS Network with 3rd GPS IIF Satellite
SVN-65 sends 1st signals following launch on Delta IV rocket

Addition to GPS constellation will provide more accurate navigation for military and civilians

CAPE CANAVERAL AIR FORCE STATION, Fla., Oct. 4, 2012 -- The Global Positioning System (GPS), which military,
commercial, and civilian users rely on for accurate navigation, is becoming more capable with deployment of
the third Boeing [NYSE: BA] GPS IIF for the U.S. Air Force. The IIF model is the most advanced GPS satellite to
date.

SVN-65 is on orbit and performing as expected following liftoff at 8:10 a.m. Eastern time from Cape Canaveral
Air Force Station aboard a United Launch Alliance Delta IV rocket. Controllers confirmed initial contact with the
spacecraft at 11:43 a.m. Eastern time. The satellite's GPS signals will be turned on and tested within a few days.

"With this third IIF satellite now on orbit, Boeing continues to deliver more precise navigation and timing
capabilities for military and commercial uses worldwide," said Craig Cooning, vice president and general
manager of Boeing Space & Intelligence Systems.

GPS IIF is delivering greater navigational accuracy through improvements in atomic clock technology; a more
secure and jam-resistant military signal; a protected, more precise, and interference-free civilian L5 signal, and
an extended design life.

Following a sequence of maneuvers and other on-orbit tests, SVN-65 will be placed into medium Earth orbit.
After the spacecraft's safety is validated, the Air Force will verify its operability with the rest of the on-orbit
constellation and the Boeing-built ground control system known as the Operational Control Segment.

A unit of The Boeing Company, Boeing Defense, Space & Security is one of the world's largest defense, space
and security businesses specializing in innovative and capabilities-driven customer solutions, and the world's
largest and most versatile manufacturer of military aircraft. Headquartered in St. Louis, Boeing Defense, Space
& Security is a $32 billion business with 61,000 employees worldwide. Follow us on Twitter: @BoeingDefense.
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